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Nomenclature applied throughout this document
MGI – Medusa Group Inc.
NEC – National Electrical Code
SAE – Society of Automotive Engineers
SCP – Switch Control Panel
RCP – Relay Control Panel
IKS – Ignition Key Switch

www.mgispeedware.com — A Division of Medusa Group Inc.

Introduction
This installation manual contains general
information and installation instructions for the MGI
Automotive Fuse Panel with 12 fuses (AFP12-R) and
3 built-in relays. The AFP12-R is a pre-wired fuse box
with 11 relay-enabled circuits. In addition to the
information in this manual, other helpful resources
can be found online at:
https://mgispeedware.com/guides-documentation/

What you should know before starting
•

Connecting a 12vDC battery and its associated circuitry should only be accomplished by a licensed
professional. Always follow the load manufacturer’s wire and fuse sizing instructions for a particular load
over that of MGI’s installation manual guidelines.

•

AFPs are supplied with MGI’s standard feeder conductors, standard main fuse size, and optional standard
load wiring bundle which may or may not be appropriate for your individual loads and total load.
Adhering to NEC and SAE standards, consult the Wire Gauge Selection Table found at:
https://mgispeedware.com/wire-size-chart/ as to properly determine the size of main feeder, main fuse,
and branch circuit requirements for specific loads.

•

Although this manual makes reference to load types and load names and illustrates the connection of
such to a particular screw terminal, it is the user’s responsibility to ensure that all loads are suitable for
the circuit and appropriate as defined by the NEC and SAE for the user’s specific application.

•

It is advised by MGI that all electric motors, halogen, xenon, LED lighting, high amperage electronics, and
other high amperage (or high peak current) loads are to be controlled with a switching relay. Always
consult the manufacturer of your specific load to determine if a switching relay is to be used.
o Need one or more relays? Consider an MGI Relay Control Panel (RCP) or Relay Control Set (RCS).
For more MGI relay products, see: https://mgispeedware.com/product-tag/relays/

•

AFP branch circuit fuses are of the Smart Glow type. A damaged fuse will glow as long as continuity exists
in the circuit path. Simply replace the damaged fuse with a new fuse of the same size.

•

All wire used in the AFP12-R is TXL, GXL, or SGX high-temperature wire.

•

AFP screw terminals are labeled for quick and easy wiring. See the installation section.
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What’s Included
AFP12-R fuse panel
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)

12 Branch fuses (1 control circuit + 11 relay load circuits)
Optional main fuse holder and main fuse
Main input lug (1/4” stud rated 165A) can accommodate optional # 8, # 6, or # 4 AWG feeder conductor
Three (3) built-in load switching relays (ground-activated)
Five (5) individual 30A smart glow fused load circuits fed with # 12 AWG
Six (6) individual 20A smart glow fused load circuits fed with # 14 AWG
Built-in 5A smart glow control fuse
Labeled screw terminal strips for connection of all outgoing circuits
Includes 30 Red Fork crimp terminals (Use with # 18, 16, 14 AWG, TXL or GXL wire)
Includes 30 Blue Fork crimp terminals (Use with # 12 AWG, TXL or GXL wire)
Includes a 1/2” Strain Relief connector (may be used for input of Main Feeder conductor)

Feeder conductor (# 8, 6, or 4 AWG) and main fuse
come as an add-on. Also purchase separately a
crimp lug that has a 1/4" hole size for the AFP12-R
main lug connection stud.

See: https://mgispeedware.com/wire-size-chart/
for an interactive wire chart as to properly
determine the size of main feeder, main fuse, and
branch circuit requirements for specific loads
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Installation
STEP 1
Install the AFP12-R inside the cabin of the vehicle (under the dashboard). Secure the ground
wire to the chassis. Then, connect your battery and main fuse to the AFP12-R main power lug
on the inside of the box. Connect an arming switch to enable/disable all circuits. See the
AFP12-R installation manual for more details.
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STEP 2
Connect the starter solenoid using an ignition pushbutton or key switch. Refer to the
appropriate wiring diagram. In either case, the ignition switch must control an external relay,
which, when activated, powers the solenoid and starts the vehicle.
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STEP 3
Use the tables to wire all external switches, relays, and loads. Since there exists numerous
possible wiring schemes, the tables below show two contrasting cases when it comes to the
number of relays used:
a) Using only the minimum 3 built-in relays (while using the remaining 8 circuits for lowpower loads such as lights, wipers, power windows, and many other OEM devices), and
b) Incorporating relays with all circuits (3 built-in relays + 8 external, separately purchased
relays)
Note: LED switches cannot be used to control the ground-activated, built-in relays.
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Features & Helpful Tips
Adding another circuit to the AFP12-R
The screw terminal design of an MGI fuse panel allows for the addition of extra circuits.
Where it is deemed safe to do so (considering the circuit capacity and actual load of the user selected circuit),
start by loosening the fuse block screw terminal. Then, slide in another fork crimp terminal with the sub-circuit
wire, making sure that both the new and original fork terminals are back-to-back. Finally, tighten the screw and
check that both fork terminals are secured.
Crimp Terminal Sizes
Supplied crimp terminals for GXL or TXL wire may best be used per the following MGI standard:
•
•
•

Red crimp terminals: Use with #18, #16, and #14 AWG
Blue crimp terminals: Use with #12 AWG
Yellow crimp terminals: Use with #10 AWG

Relay Wiring
MGI advises that all electric motors, spotlights, and high ampacity electronic loads are to be controlled with a
switching relay.
Fuse Sizing
The following table outlines MGI’s maximum fuse sizing recommendations for various electrical inputs.

Caution! Always follow the manufacturer’s fuse size requirement (or any other requirements) for your specific load over that of
the general recommendations in this manual. It is the user’s responsibility to ensure that the main feeder & branch conductor
sizes, main fuse size, and branch fuse sizes selected and installed are appropriate as defined by the NEC and SAE for the user’s
specific application.
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Wire Gauge Table
All AFP installations should be completed minimally per the current and wire sizing specifications outlined in the
Wire Gauge Table outlined below, and per SAE electrical codes for low voltage circuits under 32v.

Find This Interactive Table Online
Use the interactive version at https://mgispeedware.com/wire-size-chart/ to properly determine the size of your branch
and feeder conductors. The screenshot above shows calculations set for a) single load branch conductors, b) 20°C ambient
air temperature, and c) 3% voltage drop based on a 13.8vDC nominal voltage.
Free Air Definition per the NEC
While this table outlines specifics for single copper conductors in “Free Air”, your electrical installation does not necessarily
conform to a “Free Air” definition. MGI can, however, appropriately suggest that you increase the Ambient Air
Temperature correction factor to allow for any additional heat restraints present in typical automotive projects.
Maximum Voltage Drop
NEC standards allow for a max 3% voltage drop in feeder conductors, and a max 5% voltage drop in branch conductors.
Branch conductor
Branch conductors are sized to carry 100% of load rated amperage per the NEC minimal requirement for non-continuous
use (defined by the NEC as having less than 3 hours of continual use).
Feeder conductor
Feeder conductors are sized slightly larger than the NEC minimal requirement for non-continuous use. Feeder conductors
are sized to carry a minimum of 125% of the largest load’s rated amperage + the total amperage of all other individual
loads that are connected to the feeder conductor.
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Warranty
1.1

Medusa Group Inc. warrants each of its products to be free from defects in materials or workmanship when
operated under normal working conditions and in accordance with manufacturer's installation and operating
instructions, for a period of twelve months from the date of purchase. This warranty shall be in lieu of any other
warranty expressed or implied, including but not limited to any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a
particular purpose.

1.2

MGI shall not be responsible for removal, installation, or any other incidental or consequential damages arising
from, or caused by the use of any of its products.

1.3

MGI’s liability under this warranty shall be solely limited to the replacement or repair of its defective product within
the warranty period, and shall not be liable under any circumstances for any damages including but not limited to
personal injury or labor costs. Under no circumstances will MGI be responsible for any repairs made by anyone
other than the factory or authorized repair depot, unless such repairs have been authorized in writing by MGI.

1.4

Remedy for warranty shall include one of the following:

Where the complete product is returned to MGI

1.4.1

MGI will repair or replace, at its sole discretion, any component that has been found to be defective by
the manufacturer, and is within the warranty period, provided that the complete product is shipped with
factory authorization, freight prepaid, to the nearest MGI factory outlet or authorized service facility.
Upon completion of warranty repairs, MGI, or its authorized service center will return the product freight
prepaid, using Standard Ground delivery service as selected by MGI.

Where the product remains installed in the automobile, and where one or more components are determined to be
faulty

1.5

1.4.2

Where any component is determined by MGI to be faulty within the warranty period, and where such a
component is provided for under the terms of warranty, the replacement component will be shipped
freight prepaid, (component pre-billed to the client) using Standard Ground delivery services as selected
by MGI.

1.4.3

Any faulty or damaged component that has been replaced under the terms of warranty must be returned
to MGI within 15 days, freight prepaid, in order to validate the warranty. MGI will evaluate and will either
approve or deny the warranty claim, and will credit the client’s payment method according to MGI’s ruling.
Some exceptions may apply.

Where any warranty component is requested by the recipient with delivery service other than Standard Ground,
the product will be shipped freight collect only.

For technical help, contact MGI at
support@mgispeedware.com
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